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Clicweb.Ca Becomes A Popular Web Hosting Service Provider In Canada

Date : Feb 20, 2016
Clicweb.ca is one of the best known web hosting service providers of Canada. The company is
going to offer affordable hosting services.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Every website owner of todayâ€™s date would relate to the importance of being in touch with an
expert company for web hosting services. Reliable web hosting companies would help the
respective website to function smoothly. Clicweb.ca has extended its hands in order to comply with
this particular need of the clients.
The company has resourced itself with a team of expert professionals, who are well aware of the
requirements of the clients, as far as hÃ©bergeur web services are concerned. Business owners or
individual service providers can be in touch with this web hosting Canada company with complete
confidence, as it would allow them to create their websites in the fastest possible time. On top of
that, clients can be completely confident about the safety and security aspects of the hÃ©bergement
web services of this company.
The hÃ©bergement web Clicweb team is committed to refund the clients completely, if they are not
satisfied with services of the professionals here. The clients would be facilitated with proper domain
names, as well. This Clicweb h&eacute;bergement web experts have introduced Direct Admin web
hosting control panel, which is reported to be the fastest in the market and way more flexible that the
conventional cPanel. Added to all these, the professionals, associated with this Clicweb
hebergement Canada company have come up with â€œAuto Installerâ€• tool, which would be really
advantageous for the clients in creating and managing their respective websites. In fact, 100
software, including, WordPress, Joomla, PHPBB, OScommerce, Prestashop, Magento would get
installed automatically, along with this tool.
Most importantly, the web hosting service providing company would ensure the optimized security of
the clientâ€™s website as well as the email services. SSL Certificate RapidSSL, Geotrust
QuickSSL, website and antivirus filter and much more would be included for the overall benefits of
the clients. For more details please visit
https://www.clicweb.ca
Https://www.clicweb.ca/hebergement-web.php
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Website 1 :https://www.clicweb.ca
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,
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